3YØPI - Peter I DXpedition Update March 2 1994

"Honey, I'm hooommmmm!

by Peter Casier, ON6TT

editor's note: This story was originally distributed via the Internet, PacketCluster systems and Ham Radio BBS systems.

The battle is over. Sigh. It is difficult to summarize this 7 weeks’ trial in a just a couple of words, but I'll try. One question first: "Is it true that people over here wash themselves daily?" Gee, we'll have to get used to that again. During the three weeks stay on the island, we had only two (2) occasions to freshen up and peel off our underwear.

In the first part of this update, I will concentrate on the general aspects, to give you an impression 'how it really was'. We will distribute a more detailed report on radio activities in a few days.

Results:

VP8BZL and occasionally some other calls: 5000 to 6000 QSOs.
VP8BZL/MM: 1000 QSOs. Station was used more to monitor than to transmit.
3YØPI: 62000 QSOs (new world record for non-arm chair DXpeditions).
(35% CW and 65% SSB, 700 RTTY and 50 satellite).
4K1F, 4K1/XE1I, VP8CBE (South Shetlands): 1000 QSOs in one night.
ZD8D: 50 QSOs.

With the Akademik Fedorov while awaiting better weather during 4 days: 300 QSOs (hi). This totals to a gross of 70,000 contacts

Travel Details

We took commercial flights to London, followed by RAF flights over Ascension to the Falklands. The Icebreaker Kapitan Khlebnikov to Peter I, arrived January 29th in the afternoon. FB landing weather during 20 helicopter flights with two Mil-2 choppers transferring close to 18 tons of equipment, fuel, tents people and personal gear to the camp in 4 hours. Camp was set up on the north side of the island, 500 m from the edge where the glacier breaks into the sea, 30 m below.

The ship Akademik Fedor arrived on February 17th in the morning and took 2 people and 3 tons of equipment with a large Mil-8 helicopter. Bad weather set in with limited to no visibility at all, high winds and snowdrifts. There were no flights on February 18th. A small opening on February 19th took 2 more people and another 3 tons. On February 20th there were marginal fog openings with consistent high winds and snowdrifts. Camp was evacuated in 4 hours with 6 additional helicopter flights. NOTHING was left behind on the island except our foot prints. The helicopter pilot refused to take 'human waste' off the island. We said: 'Shit no go, we no go', and threw the 10 (leaking) bags into the cargo space, closed the door and got on the chopper. We arrived at King George on February 23rd. We flew by helicopter to the Russian Bellinghausen base (4K1F). The transfer was aborted due
to bad weather. Finally we were able to transfer the rest of our personal gear and tents on February 24th. We sold the tents (worth $18,000 for half the price, and added $9,000) for seats on a Hercules flight to Punta Arenas. Due to bad weather (again hi), the flight did not get in until February 27th. Stayed at the Russian base while waiting. Arrived at Punta Arenas February 27th around midnight. We robbed the local fish restaurant and got 3 hours sleep-in at local hotel (I still have the room keys in my pocket if anyone is interested). Our complete crew of 9 left for Santiago at 6 am on February 28th. There the team split up. Martin and I arrived (after stopovers in Miami, Washington DC, Chicago, Newark and London) at noon on March 1st. Bob, N4GCK reported still to be in Santiago looking for snow to shovel (“snow shoveling addiction syndrome”). HB9ahl reported on a Swiss Air flight above the Atlantic at this time. Stewardess unable to wake him up.

Walnut Creek (California) declared as national disaster area when Bob put his clothes in the washing machine. Major rivers are now polluted. (Just a joke, Bob!)

Camp Logistical Details

Shelters:
Two operating shelters of 8x8 ft (one CW and one SSB). Kitchen shelter of 8x12 ft (used to sleep awaiting evacuation of the island. Wood is hard to sleep on in case no one has noticed. But you get used to it after a while. KOIR was the lucky one, he got to sleep on the table). Sleeping shelter of 12x24 ft.
Tip: if you ever go to Antarctica, do NOT (repeat: do NOT) take the bunk next to the entrance. People will put the pce-pot next to you, forget to close to door-flaps, you will hear sharp sounds of zippers in your nightmares for months to come, and people tend to kick your bunk while stepping into the tent. Also, you might wake up at several occasions being covered by dust-snow blown in through Only-God-Knows small holes. Another valuable tip: the best way to melt the ice formed on the door-flap zippers are ‘foot warmers’: small bags with chemical substance which warms up when in contact with air. Only one hour and you’re out of the tent. People will complain that it takes very long to change operators, though. Shelters were warmed with propane heaters (6 bottles of 100 kg propane each). Our separate top-open toilet shelter with homemade toilet seat proved to be very useful.

Count on digging out 5 feet of snow before “taking a sit”, after a storm. Count on clean toilet paper playing “gone with the wind”. Take that into consideration BEFORE sitting down... People will complain about the long radio-silence between working the 1’s and the 2’s though.

Generators
We had two 4 kW Onans and two 5 kW Hondas, with 14 barrels of gasoline (200 liters each). Tip: check ships’ crew if they do not store Onans upside down on the ship, especially if there is still oil in them. Do not trust manufacturers when they say that all oil is drained. If you do not follow this advise, you will have severe difficulties starting the generators. Tip: you can find generators during snowstorms by looking for a small hole in the snow. That is where the exhaust pipe puts out hot air. When you can not find that hole anymore, try following the electrical wires coming from the shack tents.
Tip: do not worry if Onans loose parts like bolts, nuts, mufflers and pilots. As long as they keep on vibrating on their wooden crate-cover bases, while trying to mate with the Honda next to them, they tend to keep on working.
Tip: do not say to the pileup: “I’ll have to refill the generator, will be back in 5 minutes.” It will take you at least 30 minutes to dig them out of the snow.

Antennas:
Most antennas were put in a straight line, facing NW. Wired to the SSB tent: Crushcraft 20m Yagi, 40m Yagi, 10-15-20m triband Yagi, 9G1XA-like 15m high vertical for 75-80-160, R5 (10-12-15-17-20m) and later on a 3 element wire Yagi for 160. These were occasionally used for CW and RTTY too. Wired to the CW tent: Crushcraft 15m Yagi, WARC Yagi 12/17/30, 10-15-20m triband Yagi and Battlecreek special for 40-80-160. Some of these were used for SSB occasionally. Hygain tape-dipole for schedules on commercial frequencies. 70cm/2m Yagis for satellite.
Tip: it does not matter if a triband Yagi decides to go vertically polarized after a storm. The next storm with winds from the opposite direction will turn it horizontal again. Horizontal looks better
though.

Tip: It does matter if a Battlecreek snaps in the middle. If you still can not get 160m going after repairing the broken section with large stakes, check the top loading wire for 160m. If after 3 re-erects, SWR is bad on all bands, check the bottom switch box. The switch might be malfunctioning.

Tip: using lots of radials and chicken wire under the verticals proves to optimize performance. Do count on them being covered by 1 meter of snow after 3 weeks. Wires tend to melt into the snow and get covered up by ice. Count on 24 man hours per vertical to dig out the ground system, when breaking up camp.

Radios et al:
We had about 9 Kenwood rigs of various kinds. Of these, 4 died during the operation. We had four Alpha amplifiers which ran beautifully without any hiccups. Various satellite and RTTY gear was packed in one crush-free box. That box was apparently dropped from a height of at least 60 ft. Most of this gear was QRT upon arrival or went QRT shortly thereafter.

The two boxes which were meant to contain a double set of bandpass filters for all bands (including WARC from 10 to 160m), apparently only contained one set for 10-15-20-40-80-160.

Tip: Yes, you can run pileups even when you have interference from the 3 other stations. People will complain because you are running reasonably slow, though. Statistics prove that there are 10 QRM-free seconds per minute.

Tip: Alphas will continue to run even when covered with 30 cm of snow (as found after one storm where the CW tent was deserted and dust snow blew in through some - I do not know where it came from holes).

Computers:
For various reasons, computers were only used for RTTY and by one operator for logging. After 5 days, we were left with only working computer power supply. Most of the logging was done on paper. People will complain that you can not check if they worked you on 20m before, though.

Tip: Yes you can run RTTY pileups even if the only way to switch between transmit and receive is by
resetting the modem. People will complain about the limited RTTY activity, though.

Logistical Challenges:
This trip was a continuous chain of “challenges”.

Falklands
Overweight luggage on all airplane flights, people not on passenger lists. (We managed to persuade the RAF that my last name ‘CASIER’ is actually the ‘Mr. Kafler’ on their list). It was funny though being paged as Mr. Kafler, when they asked me to open my suitcases with coaxes, keyers and radio gear, and the boxes with the Alpha amps.

Khlebnikov: “Bot what about tho moooney?”
The helicopter pilots asked $1000 each (extra) to land us on Peter I. The Captain asked for an undetermined sum too. Both were refused after numerous discussions. The Khlebnikov is an icebreaker and as such does not have stabilizers. Rolls of 40 degrees to and fro are normal in good weather. The ship can take rolls of 80 degrees though. Martin fell out of bed 3 times. Bob’s (N4GCK) bed was not fixed to the floor and slid 3 meters to and fro one night.

Peter I
It is difficult to describe all the challenges we were faced with on the island. Temperatures varied between +11 °C and -15 °C. The latter during the frequent storms with speeds up to 100 km/h. The wind chill factor decreased the temperature to about -50 °C. We had to continuously dig out the generators (every 30 minutes during storms), secure equipment, try to locate crates after their “disappearing” acts in snow storms. If we were not operating or sleeping, we were shoveling snow. Snow drifts of 4 m high were not exceptional. It took us 4 days (despite the excellent weather) to land, put up camp and get everything ready. As mentioned, breaking up camp took us 4 days and we needed 4 days to evacuate all people and gear from the island.

Way Back:
As mentioned, we had to pay close to $18,000 extra for the Hercules flight to Punta Arenas, and had to wait for 4 days for the plane to arrive. Punta to Santiago was $240 each and the flight back home was another $1000 to $1,500 extra each.

Luckily:
- All people involved (hams from the London area, Falklands, Punta Arena, locals from Falklands, the Antarctic bases and South America) were *very* helpful.
  - We were well prepared (shelters, clothing, transportation) and had extensive spare equipment.
  - We had the pilot stations (Thank You John, ON4UN, and Mark, ON4WW, for a super job as the European pilots!) to keep us linked to the DX community, to our homes and to all kinds of people involved in this operation (transportation, manufacturers etc.). Both of you put in so much time, effort and quality in your tasks that it is difficult to thank you enough.
  - As operators we were very motivated to bring this challenge to a good end. I think it was this motivation that got us through.

Some Nice to Know Details:
In the past 7 weeks, we had the following ways of transportation: Civil planes, British and Uruguyan military planes, 4x4 jeeps, open trucks, taxis, standard cars, tanks, ice breaker, cargo ship, pilot boats, zodiacs, sleds and two kinds of helicopters.

We managed to go through 5 continents (S & N-Amercia, Europe, Africa and Antarctica)
The total cost of this trip is way above $300,000.
Weight of all equipment, fuel supplies and personal gear must have totaled 15 to 18 tons.

Conclusions for this Part
It is really difficult to describe all of the non-radio stuff involved in such an operation. Come to one of the upcoming presentations, and you will understand. One thing: we are not complaining about the hardship we went through. On the contrary, all of us are proud, very proud of what we did. Nevertheless, the non-radio items were important enough to release them before even publishing the radio-related evaluation (which is coming up real soon now).

Yours,
Peter - ON6TT.
(And yes, I promise to take a bath in one of the next few days!)
Comments welcome to:
ON6TT > ON4DXB or to
ON6TT@ON4AWP.BEL.EU
1993 Big Hitters

We hereby extend a big thank you to the following who made large contribution during 1993. Our hope is that we have not missed anyone who should be here. If your call is missing and it should be here, please let us know. Our antiquated database manager sometimes has a mind of its own. If someone is listed more than once that is because that individual contributed more than once during the year.

$100 or more


$200 or more

11-50156, K6JYO, LA7XB, W5ZPA, W5ZPA, W6JZH, WB6UOM, AB9O, DK6AS, N8ALJ, W6YFW, AH9B, WB6UOM, WB6WCW

$500 or more

K0IR, N6HZV, N6HZV, W5FS,

The Northern California DX Club donated a portion of the surplus from the 1993 International DX Convention to the NCDXF. We sincerely thank the NCDXC for $2500!
Odds and Ends
by Eric Edberg W6DU

I want to thank those of you who have been sending their address changes. It has helped make our mailing jobs much easier. Unfortunately, there are still many who have not been so helpful. It is a little disappointing to send out a large Newsletter mailing and have many returned because they are no longer deliverable. With some of the returns we get a new address from the Post Office and are able send out a second copy. A second mailing requires more individual attention and also it is necessary for us to send it as first class mail which costs four times the original postage. Not only that, but today we received one of those newsletters we had already sent to a new address. That seems a little much. If you wish to continue to receive the Newsletter on a timely basis, please, please, keep us informed of your current address! The Post Office only forwards mail for a six month period. Each domestic newsletter we have to re-handle costs us just about a dollar. We would rather use it to promote DXing and I’m sure you would feel the same way.

We continue to get requests for NCDXF tee shirts. I have previously written on the subject but would like to restate. We are just not very well equipped to handle merchandising and feel that our mission is to promote DXing.

The items we provide as a convenience to the membership, namely logo rubber stamps, logo labels and logo pins are reasonably simple to handle in that they are all similar. There are no size or individual characteristics involved. Our pricing for the items is based upon a non-profit, member convenience basis. Tee shirts do not fall in this category. We all come in many size categories, (unfortunately mine is extra large), and all of us have different calls. Reacting to these differing size requirements leads to inventories. Not only that, but there would still have to be individual handling to add call signs.

Indeed, we have provided tee shirts for DXpeditions that we have sponsored. This was due to the kindness of one of our Directors who volunteered his services to do this job. We are hesitant to ask him to extend his services to others.

If we were to be able to provide a large NCDXF logo suitable for usage on tee shirts and at nominal cost so that you could make your own, would any of you be interested? I would very much like your comments. While I can not guarantee individual letters in answer, I can assure you that your Board of Directors would certainly react to your wishes.

We often get notes along with your contributions. Many of them are highly supportive, some are less so. Some suggest new courses and ideas. The ones which have specific suggestions are normally answered individually. Whatever the case, we appreciate them all. Keep them coming.

QRV as ZL7FD - A DXpedition to Chatham Islands
by Alexander Wilhelm, DK8FD

How does one come to think of undertaking a DXpedition to the other end of the world; to the "Island which sees sunrise in the morning of a new day at very first", in other words to Chatham Islands (Amateur radio prefix: ZL7)? After having finished all my studies I planned to spend some time on an extended trip overseas. During the European winter, the most attractive part of the world for me was the fifth continent - the Antipodes. So I made a decision in February 1993 to travel to the "Country with the long white clouds": New Zealand. But what benefit to me to visit such an attractive country and have a holiday without experiencing my hobby with a little pileup?

As well as visiting the main New Zealand islands I had to choose between three other small groups of islands for one additional visit. These were: Auckland and Campbell Island (ZL9), Kermadec (ZL8) and Chatham Islands(ZL7).

Due to the fact, that in Germany I could only obtain sufficient and suitable information material about Chatham Island, the decision was easy: ZL7 it was to be! Information from the New Zealand Tourism Board had indicated, that it was only Chatham Island that had any population at all and was the only one of the three which was open to tourists. In fact, the other two islands -ZL8 and ZL9- hosted just a small exploration station and were served at irregular intervals by rather small boats.

CHATHAM ISLANDS, UTC +12.75(+13.75) hours, is located in the South Pacific, 768 km southeast of Wellington, the capital of New Zealand. Due to this isolation, both the islands of Chatham and Pitt are two of the few places in the world which so far are not affected by the wave of international
tourism. Being an area of only 963 square km., just 750 people live on Chatham Island and some 50 on Pitt, both groups earning their main income from sheep farming and fishing (i.e. Crayfish). Because these small islands are in the middle of the open ocean, the climate differs from that experienced on the main islands of New Zealand. According to official records, the average rainfall for these small islands is about 913 mm per year with sunshine helping the grass grow for roughly 1472 hours each year. The temperatures range between 12-18 degrees Celsius in February and 6-10 Celsius in their winter months around July. Heavy stormy winds are not infrequent.

The native people of Chatham Islands, called Moriori, came over from eastern Polynesia, probably by canoes which had been blown off course from their intended destination. In 1791, after having survived a heavy storm, the English mariner Lt. Broughton landed by chance on Chatham Island and then claimed the island in the name of his king, George III of England. Some years later in 1835, Maoris who were the indigenous people of New Zealand, came to Chatham Island and fought with the native Moriori, massacring so many that their population was reduced considerably. The last of the true Moriori people, Tommy Solomon, died in 1933.

Coming back to my journey story; how does one reach Chatham Islands? According to the original information I received, it seemed that there are only two flights a week by small aircraft from New Zealand. However this is not the case as I found that in fact there are five flights each week operated by "Air Chathams" using a small seven seater airplane out of several cities in New Zealand. Furthermore, another airline, "Mount Cook", also offers a regular service to Chatham by a bigger aircraft, starting from Christchurch. Additionally a supply boat serves Chatham Island but this does not carry passengers. Bearing in mind my further holiday plans I decided to book a flight from Wellington to Karewa Point (airport on Chatham) with Air Chatams and for the return flight with Mount Cook Airline back to Christchurch. Both airlines allowed me free excess baggage which was a great help to me, given that it is unavoidable to have extra baggage on a DXpedition.

My plans were to participate in the CQWW-DX-CW-Contest. Therefore the question arose as to which antenna would be the right one? It must be usable for all bands and also had to send proper signals as far as Europe. In spite of having had in the past very good experiences by using longwire antennas, I decided to install an all-band-vertical (80-10 meters) for the first time.

Planning the complete journey to Chatham and New Zealand took about 6 to 7 months. During this time many tests were undertaken, especially antenna tests, and among other things for example was the contacting of the twelve largest and most well known DX Foundations. However, I received answers only from NCDXF and EUDXF. I doubt that all other Foundation's addresses I used were insufficient...

Coming nearer to the departure date I had to sort out the equipment which was absolutely necessary, and that which was only "useful". Being a one man DXpedition I needed to be aware of the strict weight limit that could be handled. Therefore, a PA
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and a beam had to be forsaken. However, the 100 Watt transceiver with a 20A power supply, CW-key, a small antenna-tuner, the all band-vertical, 50m RG58, G5RV-Antenna and various accessories seemed reasonable, and these I took with me. Departure day November 20, 1993 came. Some 70 kilos luggage was carried to Rhein-Main Airport at Frankfurt. Check-in and all customs formalities were completed very quickly and at 3.45 p.m. local time the Air New Zealand Boeing 747-400 took off...
for it's 26 hour flight via Los Angeles to Auckland. Another one hour connecting flight brought me to the first place I was going to visit, Wellington. Customs formalities in New Zealand were as Ham operators most like them to be. The full equipment caused no problems at all. According to regulations, the first step was to collect the pre-ordered ZL7 Radio License from the Ministry of Commerce. The remaining bright days before moving on were used for sightseeing in and around Wellington.

Wednesday November 24. After check-in with Air Chathams, I was the only one in the waiting room, but shortly before take-off an additional four passengers arrived. Once inside of the aircraft it became obvious, that there was hardly space for two pieces of cabin luggage. But this was compensated by the fact that everybody on board had a window seat and a direct view into the cockpit with it's two pilots. After a very enjoyable three hours flight all passengers gave a hand unloading baggage from the aircraft. Chatham Islands had been reached!

Due to the fact, that on the island no public transportation is available, Val, the hotel owner had arranged for his daughter to pick me up at the airport and bring me to the "Hotel Chatham", located at the beach of Waitangi, capital of Chatham Islands. This proved to be a small but very nice hotel used by the inhabitants of Chatham as their main meeting point and I found it to be a most hospitable place. The ride by car was undertaken with reasonable speed over metalled roads, but having passed over each single pothole I thought of my sensitive radio equipment! Immediately after arrival, however, a function test showed that all had survived without damage except the SWR meter. Having installed the antenna on a little rise ZL7FD was, at 6.18 UTC, for the first time, on the air (6Y5 on 7 MHz was the first QSO)!

Dinner had to be taken jointly with other guests, but unfortunately dinner time was at the exact time when conditions begin to open for Europe. Due to this I have a minus of at least one hour Europeans per day in my log, but this was more than compensated by a really excellent cuisine. After dinner the first hours were for contacts to Europe on 20m and then on 30, 40 & 80m, mostly to W/VE and JA. At 3 a.m. I finished my first night under callsign ZL7FD. Next morning nothing to hear except a strong "rustle". This proves that all bands will be open only during the evening. So, besides always having a short nap during the day, I had plenty of time for some chats with 3D2, 5W, ZK, T3, VR6, KH6 etc., and of course, extended trips through the island. In spite of always having a clear reflecting direction to Europe, NA, and JA, most of the pile-ups could be made only in CW. Possibly the signal for SSB was too weak. 10m and 12m were closed for all directions and 18 MHz as well as 21 MHz brought only weak signals. The opening of 14 MHz in the direction of Europe was equal to the opening for Japan.

I planned to operate in the CQWW-DX-CW-Contest in 40m single/single. Starting at 5 p.m. local time, I received the first strong signals from W and a little while later from Europe, but in spite of many efforts no one could hear me. Even ZL2K in Wellington seemed to have the same problem. Nearly three hours elapsed with operating as "SWL" only until the band opened also for me. In the morning the same game; shortly after sunrise I was able to hear quite a lot of strong signals but my own signal could not be heard. Contest-day two. Conditions decreased a bit. Having only 100 watts available I was dependent on the Multies who could hear my own pile-up and of course can break in. I was unable to work my own into their pile-ups in spite of all my best efforts.

In the evening, after the contest, conditions more and more declined. I could hear a pile-up calling me but all the signals were so weak and disturbed by QRM that I was hardly able to read them. After about 200 QSOs I gave up for that night.

During the following morning we had a really strong storm and it became necessary for me to install my antenna again! In the evening I had some SKEDS with Europe on 80m, but after a short time a third station began to disturb all contacts. Considering the kind of signal, this station might have been located either in New Zealand or in Australia. This shows, that even also in this part of the world radio-chaos are in the air!

Besides this QRM an additional rustle was registered for a few more hours on all bands. In spite of
the noise blanker I could take up only a few strong stations and had to be satisfied with a limited number of QSOs. During the following night there were excellent conditions on 40m and 80m to USA and Japan, but then the transceiver seemed to cause some trouble. Always during the first two hours my VFO switches around. But that was not the sole instability! The flickering light reminded me that electricity was produced by a generator which from time to time stopped functioning completely!

After nine nights on the air, during the morning of December 4, I took my antenna down and prepared my 70 kilos for the further trip through New Zealand. An also very enjoyable flight with Mount Cook Airline brought me to Christchurch, my next stop in New Zealand.

Considering all circumstances I think the number of 5326 QSOs under the call-sign ZL.7FD was quite reasonable. Of this number 30% were Europe; 36% were North America; 31% were Asia, and the remaining 3% were South America, Oceania and Africa. On 10m I did only 4 QSOs and on 12m only 12 QSOs. The rest were on 80-15m including WARC bands.

Now at the end of my travels to the southern hemisphere and being back in my own QTH, I wish to take this opportunity to express my grateful thanks to all who assisted me by word and deed. My special thanks you is addressed to NCDXF, EUDXF, Air Chathams, Mount Cook Airline, DL1FCU and last but not least to my parents. I am sure that without their assistance and kindness my DXpedition would have proved much more difficult for me to achieve than was the case.

---

**Dayton & Visalia**

Look for the Northern California DX Foundation at the International DX Convention in Visalia, California and the Dayton Hamvention. Drop by our booth, say hello and meet some of the NCDXF board members and advisors. Board members and advisors pay their own expenses to represent NCDXF at these conventions; that includes all transportation and lodging as well as any convention entry fees or other out of pocket expenses.

---

**Letter**

Dear Steve,

I have been a member of the NCDXF since Dec. 1989. Then I was a student in the town of Svistov in the Higher Institute of Economics. My specialty was Finance and Credit.

My Student’s callsign was LZ2Z0 from Sept. 1989 to May 1990. There was a radio club in Svistov and its callsign was LZ22KSQ. Our club members use special contest call of LZ6W.

I graduated the institute in the Summer of 1990. I have got my new license since June 1990 and the call is LZ3DX. That is the reason why I write you this letter. I would like if you’ll be so kind to change my membership certificate number #4097 for LZ2Z0 and to write new one with new number for my new callsign LZ3DX. I really would like to continue my membership although I haven’t got possibility to send any contribution nowadays.

I hope you know that the economical situation in Bulgaria isn’t very good and this is one of the reasons for my problems. They are very serious because I haven’t got my own radio equipment. There aren’t any specialized shops in which someone can buy equipment, special literature, Calibooks, magazines and print QSL cards in Bulgaria. My salary monthly is 2300 Leva (1 U.S. dollar = 25 Leva!) and it’s impossible for me to buy any commercial radio transceiver from Kenwood, ICOM, or Yaesu. All these things force me to look for sponsors, colleagues – radio amateurs who can help me and send me any radio equipment even though used and old model.

So, I read about the NCDXF collection of rocks in your newsletters and I would like to enrich the collection with a Bulgarian rock. It’s from my birthplace Karlovo. Our town is known as center of Rose Valley and production of rose oil. Karlovo is the birthplace of Bulgarian national hero Vasil Levski, too. I think it will be interesting to have such rock for the collection from LZ land, from me LZ3DX. Maybe 130 of DXCC-Rock Award?

Dear Steve, I will be waiting my renewal NCDXF membership number and any good new for the equipment. My address is:

Zlatko Kochev, LZ3DX
Radkoska 2 Street
4300 Karlovo, Bulgaria, Europe

My phone is 0359-0335-40-53

I believe that my letter will be interesting for the members of the NCDXF.

73 & DX!

Yours truly,

Zlatko
Building Global Friendship
by Larry Vogt BV/N4VA, S21ZK, HS0ZAX FAIRS Training Director ITU Region 3

"Building Global Friendship" is the purpose of the Foundation for Amateur International Radio Service (FAIRS) and this is just what a team of 8 members did during March 1993 in Bangladesh.

The group of FAIRS members from the USA, Ukraine, and Russia met in Dhaka to provide training for prospective amateurs from Feb. 27 through March 17, 1993. The team consisted of: David Larsen KK4WW, UB5WUS & S21ZJ-Executive Director, FAIRS Expedition Leader, Instructor, Volunteer Examiner; Gaynell Larsen KD4GMV, UB5WMV & S21ZH-Vice Director, FAIRS Team Coordinator; Larry Vogt BV/N4VA & S21ZK-FAIRS Training Director, ITU Region 3 Instructor, Volunteer Examiner; Victor Goncharsky UB5WE, KC1VF & S21ZM-FAIRS European Operations Director Chief of DXpedition Team; Helen Goncharsky RB5WA, KB0KNC & S21ZM (2nd Op.)-FAIRS Europe Secretary DXpedition Team Operator; Yuri Katyutin UA4LCQ, KD4STR & S21ZL-Director of Operations, FAIRS Russia DXpedition Team Operator; Sergei Tarasov UA4LLQ, KD4QAU & S21ZL (2nd Op.).

FAIRS member Russia DXpedition Engineer & Operator Representative; Vyacheslav Sergeev, Vice Rector Ulyanovsk Polytechnical Institute, Russia CIS, Team Sponsor, FAIRS Member Russia.

The FAIRS representatives were able to obtain five amateur licenses from the Bangladesh Government and installed three stations at different locations around Dhaka. Two stations were used to provide QSOs during the period, while the third station provided training (including "hands on" experience) for the students. A few of the students were lucky enough to also get to learn about antenna installation in the 32°C heat!

All five callsigns were used during 11 "working" days to overcome the "7 day-per-license" situation. Total score was more than 25,000 QSO on all amateur bands except 160 meters. There was no space for a top band antenna in the urban area, unfortunately.

There were thirty students present at the first day of five intensive afternoons of code practice and technical training. Of these, seventeen successfully learned the Morse code at 5 words per minute. It was an enthusiastic group, which reflected their desire to learn about amateur radio. One of the students told of listening to hams on his short wave receiver for ten years with hopes of one day getting a license. It was impressive that some of the students had never heard Morse code and were copying it only five days later. To be sure, they were practicing for many hours, but we also believe that they had never been told that code might be difficult. This showed that code can be taught easily to open-minded students. David, Victor and Larry all possess Volunteer Examiner Credentials from the Amateur Radio Relay League. This allows them to administer US amateur examinations anywhere in the world. 16 new Novices (and one new Technician) will soon be able to use their U.S. licenses as a means of obtaining their Bangladesh callsigns. This is a temporary procedure being used by the Bangladesh government until their own testing procedure is established. Mr. Dick Baldwin W1RU, President of the International Amateur Radio Union was also in Dhaka during the first week of the FAIRS training. His purpose, separate from the FAIRS effort (although the training was coordinated by FAIRS, ARRL, and IARU) was to provide a workshop for BTTB government officials and Administrators on the international regulations governing amateur radio. The simultaneous presence of both groups appears to have

Helen Goncharsky, RB5WA/KB0KNC makes our first DXpedition contact using S21ZH which was issued to Gaynell Larsen, KD4GMV/UB5WMV/S21ZH. Helen is a very well known DXer with many DX and contest honors including DXCC #1 honor roll and 5-band DXCC. Helen and Gaynell share an interesting first for Bangladesh amateur operation. Gaynell was the first YL licensed and Helen made the first YL contact in the history of Bangladesh.
been a success, as high government officials gave assurance that amateur radio would be recognized in Bangladesh.

The trip was a lot of work, but also very enjoyable. The FAIRS Volunteers made many new friends, saw an exciting mosque-filled city and learned much about cultural differences.

FAIRS Bangladesh hosted a reception for the international team members, who joined in for the fast-breaking meal taken at sunset during the holy month of Ramadan. A complete station consisting of a Yaesu FT-757 Cushcraft A3 Beam IBM-XT computer and AEA PK232 was left in Dhaka to be used as a FAIRS club station and for additional training. Watch for them soon with their new S21 callsign!


QSL info: Hanna Osuch SP5IUL ul Lowiecka, 14,05-400 Otwock, Poland.

For information about FAIRS and how you can help, please contact International FAIRS headquarters at PO Box 341, Floyd, VA 24091 USA. FAX. 703-382-2935.
The Amateur Life of Karl H. Hille, DL1VU

I was born the 15th of May 1922 in Berlin, Germany. Father, mother and me, lived in the fourth story of a very small flat. Two of my uncles were heavily involved in radio, both building radio sets as a hobby. Uncle Hans had constructed a superheterodyne receiver in 1926 with a big loop antenna. In 1927 we got our first radio receiving set with dry battery and acid cells. Since my father understood a lot of foreign languages he was interested in DXing which was restricted to Europe only. I read in Uncle’s radio book and was fascinated with detectors, coils, tubes and Morse letters. So in 1931 I built myself a morse key from wood. Because I had no transmitter, no tone generator this key was quite useless. In 1932 I built my first detector receiver and this worked in receiving two broadcasting stations. The same year I entered college and one of my teachers was a splendid radio scientist. So I began to learn Morse code in 1938 and joined the then DASD (German Ham Radio Club).

In a course I accepted all necessary things concerning Ham radio. I learned a lot from D4GXF and D4ADF. There a friendship with the fellow Harry M. Lilienthal, DL7AH and F6DYG started and is in best order until today. In Germany no licenses were issued to young people like me. So I began my career as an unlicensed operator and did my first QSO with ES5D (still on the air) with completely homebuilt receiver (2 tubes) and transmitter (1 tube). The antenna was a 10 meter piece of wire, laid down on the roof. Although transmitting was punished very hard during wartime I operated until February 1941 often changing callsigns mostly on 3.5 and 14 MHz.

Then I was taken to a paramilitary organization, the “Reichsarbeitsdienst”. After some months I was taken to the German Army in Dresden in December 1941. This was a wireless operating unit and I passed the courses in a short time. In Dresden there lived D4YUM. In my spare time I visited him and was informed about all in DXing. In may 1942 we were sent to Russia. I was radio operator in CW and this was in very fast circuits up to 25 words per minute with simple handkeys. In December, 1942 I had the opportunity to change from CW operator to radio technician. I changed and had to learn in lessons and courses until I was a real radio technician. There in Stalingro I contacted also Russian hams. I did my duty in Russia and the Eastern countries until the big breakdown May 1945.

I rescued some necessary things: pliers, screwdrivers, soldering iron and a Volt-Ohm-Meter. Working in a small farm I erected my first after war station in the building of a bread baking oven. Receiver was a military set and transmitter a Hartley circuit producing about five watts on 3.5 MHz. The antenna was a 40 meter wire camouflaged as a clothes line. So I started Ham radio again and collected the dispersed hams in the vicinity. In 1948 I passed the license examination in Munich, where ex D4GXF examined me. The great day came: the 23rd of March 1949 I was licensed the first time in my life as DL1VU. The later years I founded two local clubs in Bavaria and was their first chairman.
served also in different positions in the DARC. In 1979 I retired from my duty as a teacher. This was the opportunity I had waited for for years to undertake long DXpeditions:

1963: M1VU, 9AVU (San Marino)
1980/1981: A35VU, ZK2VU, ZKIXG, FO0VU, 5W1DC, FW0VU, 3D2VU,
1981/1982: VK2EAJ, FK0VU, YJ8VU, 3D2VU, 5W1DC, ZM7VU, ZK2VU, ZK1XG
1983/1984: KH0/DL1VU, C2IN1, T30CT, AH8/DL1VU, 5W1DC, ZM7VU, ZL0AKD
1988: AH2/DL1VU KX6/DL1VU, C2IN1, 3D2VU, T22VU, OK8AEH
1991: T30CT, T31AF, H44VU, FO0VU, W6/DL1VU

So I lived nearly 3 years in the Pacific Islands and did more than 150,000 QSOs. On the other hand I worked in the scientific field of antennas and was granted the following patents: British Patent 1454 1 0 1, T-shaped Antennae with folded dipoles, German Patent DE 38 40 105 C2, Kurze Vertikalenantennanordnung, and two “small” German Patents concerning copying QSL-cards and a switchable antenna tuner. A third German Patent worked out together with DL2EO is pending now: Wideband Hybrid Antenna. I have published these books: Vom Elektron zum Schwingkreis, Einstieg in die Amateurfunktechnik Vol. 1 & 2 and Antennenlexikon (together with DJ0TR) and I wrote plenty of articles in CQ-DL, FUNK and Funkamateur.

If you would ask me: “Would you do in a new life so much for ham radio?” My answer is a straight: “Yes, I would do it.”

Letter

editors note: this letter was received in April of 1993. There hasn't been room for it until now.

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for your donation to our DXpedition OH1AF/OJ0 5th - 12th October 1992. Despite very bad weather condition we survived and made 18,612 QSOs in 150 hours. We were QRV on all HF bands, 50 MHz, VHF, UHF and OSCAR AO13.

Operators were Ari OH1EH, Ilkka OH1LXF, Timo OH1MRR, Jarmo OH1MRR and Timo OH1NOA, all members of OH1AF. Our club has been behind recent OH0W and 4JIFS DXpeditions. Our QSO table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>JA QSOs</th>
<th>W QSOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160m</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80m</td>
<td>2265</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40m</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30m</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20m</td>
<td>4675</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17m</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15m</td>
<td>3845</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td>1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12m</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10m</td>
<td>1696</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>18008</td>
<td>3535</td>
<td>3957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1A+W 7492 or 41.6%) also 41.6 % CW QSOs

RTTY 293
OSCAR 76
144 MHz 157
432 MHz 29
50 MHz 49

Sum 18612

If someone needs a QSL card, you can send it via OH1NOA Timo Klimoff, Metsäkulmanratti 292, SF-28760 Pori, Finland (CW + RTTY) or OH1EH Ari Korhonen, Sarpsranta 1 D 28, SF-29200 Harjavalta, Finland (SSB + others).

73, Timo Klimoff, OH1NOA
The Jim Rafferty Memorial Fund

The Northern California DX Foundation is pleased to announce the results of the memorial fund raising effort last fall on behalf of Jim Rafferty N6RJ. Approximately 125 individuals and organizations contributed almost $8,000 to the foundation as a result of this effort. The call signs and names of the organizations were each affixed to a plaque which was presented to Mrs. Rafferty by Bob Ferrero, a former president of NCDXF, and the owner of Ham Radio Outlet; at the company’s annual Christmas party in Anaheim California.

The board of directors and advisors of the foundation wish to extend their thanks to everyone who participated in this effort. We particularly want to thank Mrs. Rafferty for agreeing to this and for personally writing and thanking each donor.

Letter to our Treasurer

Dear Bruce (W6OSP),

I was invited to present the AH1A slide show at the New Orleans International DX Convention on August 28.

I took the opportunity to make a bit of a speech at the banquet, and raffled off a giant clam shell that I brought home with me from Howland Island. The understanding was that the proceeds from the raffle would be sent to NCDXF for the Jim Rafferty memorial fund.

The high bidder was Michael Mayer, W5ZPA, who bid $200! After the raffle, K5LM gave me an additional $20 for the N6RJ memorial. So I’m pleased to enclose a total of $220 for the N6RJ memorial.

I knew Jim for 15 years or so, and found him to be a gentleman DXer - a quality that seems lacking in today’s world. It was a pleasure for me to make this small effort in Jim’s name.

Thanks to you and NCDXF for your support of the AH1A operation.

Best regards,

Michael J. McGirr, M.D., K9AJ
Slide Shows and Videos

The Northern California DX Foundation has a number of slide shows and videos available for loan to organizations wishing to show them at meetings. Clubs borrowing materials are responsible for postage in both directions. The amount involved can be learned from the postage on the package when it comes to you and is usually about $2.90. Please give the name of your club, the day of the month you meet and more than one choice of program in case there is a great demand for the item. Correspondence should be addressed to Josephine Clarke, WB6ZUC, P.O. Box 788, Kentfield, CA 94904.

Available Slide Shows:
2. K5YY on Africa of 1978 (62 slides)
3. Coves in Easter, Galapagos, Easter Islands, etc in 1964 (140 slides)
4. W9EPR on ZL, AM0, Kanedare 1984 (56 slides)
5. A10D (Sapag) CQWW Contest Operation of 1983 (92 slides)
6. 1985 Clipperion expedition (191 slides)
7. Porong Island by N6II, Traveling (81 slides)
8. PAL-7000, Lest Hovey Island by K2GO (52 slides)
9. Midway by N6LY & K7GF (120 slides)
10. Antarctica, Arctowski, Palmer, Peter, Macquarie stations (101 slides)
11. VR6, Pacifica, Mariposa 1976 by ZL1AMO & ZL1DI (61 slides)
12. SM8AGD 1982 Pacific DXpedition (158 slides)
13. 9U5, Durundi by OK5NT (67 slides)
14. TVA11, Berni by OK3NT (81 slides)
15. VK3DJO, Lord Howe Island by K2GO (52 slides)
16. 3A, Mexico, by FG6Y & FB7X of 1984 (48 slides)
17. 5K5, Uganda by K2USJ of 1985 (115 slides)
18. Market Reef, July 1983 by PH4AM/PH2QJ (97 slides)
19. K2GDS, Marshall Island (34 slides)
20. Andorra, by DL1HCT, DL6AHJ, DL5SAD, DL4BB, DL4AHJ (50 slides)
21. 1985 Clipperion Expedition (75 slides)
22. Peter I Island, SV, of 1987 (127 slides)
23. K2PO, 1986, CQWW DX contest (56 slides)
24. OFOMA, Market Reef, 1987 (28 slides)
25. 9U5K, Zanclus, 1985 (65 slides)
26. Z9BO, by DK7PE, 1988 (18 slides)
27. 1988 Palmyra by K9A4, KOP2A, W2M2E, W2RRX, FG6XV, JASEOH (93 slides)
28. 1988 Kingman by the above operators (95 slides)
29. 1989 4U, K6A, V9YQ, W9XK and SVI by W7TW (75 slides)
30. Banaba isl, 13SUI-TAG and T72 by K6NL & VK3NS (80 slides, 90 minutes)
31. X1FL by XE1L, XE1O, XE1X, O2H2R, O2H2, J3HFR, W6R6S & N7NG
32. Publishing the DX Bulletin by Ced Harre 24 hours
33. Return of 1992 by W5ZSN, 75 minutes
34. AT1F3, Mt. Nasa, 1965 with Fairchild, Soviet and American Dikes by K7A4 16 min
35. ZSBM, Marion Island by Peter Sorensen, 3200 MHz 1 hour
36. YB3-KC6-P23, Micronesia/Malaysia by K2EF 1 hour
37. XI, DXpedition to Waals isl June 1989 by N5M7, N5HT, N4GD, K2DQ, K2AMX 12 min
38. AS1JS, Blunton by VK4NS, Jim Smith 1 hour
39. HG5G, Galapagos by K9DI 34 min
40. Faroe Island May 1991 by N9HW 28 min
41. Palmyra Island, F9F6Z, 1963 by W6FAY

Available VHS videos:
1. XU1SS (plus SV8DL and SV8AJA) (25 minutes)
2. 7JNI1L of 1976 and 1978 (includes ZK2Z, Mellish Reef)
3. V8GSR DXpedition of 1978 (plus Gaisavara)
4. Frontenac Radio Club APRIL phone parade + J7YH, V8CW
5. JT10, 1970 DXpedition to Olovo Tondolima of 1970 (25 minutes)
6. Australian tourbique - Climbing big Ben, Hawaii Island (55 minutes)
7. Har Radio in the South Cook Islands by ZK1CA & ZK1CT (70 minutes)
8. V8S by ZL1AMO & ZL1DI (copy of slides show above)
9. Looking Up in Rio Linda, 1988 by W6GQ/K0HGM (45 minutes)
10. Revillagigedo, XFO4X, of 1987 (15 minutes)
11. Northern Texas Contest Club - towers and contests (45 minutes)
12. It Started With A Broken Fence - JO3DPB Tall Tower (15 minutes)
13. Pile Up Builders, Humorous. (10 minutes)
14. FGZWXGFM, French St Martin, DK7X Senior Style - Another Tribute to DXing
15. 1984 Lecadote Island DXpedition, W7DCY, plus 1985 VK8H from TV (90 minutes)
16. The K5DA contest station story (25 minutes)
17. K9HTU DXpedition of 1963, Malpelo (25 minutes in Spanish)
18. The Ship That Shouldn't Have - VK8JS Heard Island DXpedition (50 minutes)
19. The New World of Amateur Radio (28 minutes)
1994 Contribution

The Northern California DX Foundation relies heavily upon the generosity of its members to fund various projects. We urge each member to consider making an annual contribution of $25 U.S. or its equivalent in foreign currency or IRCs. However, we do not wish to exclude anyone from the Foundation for financial reasons. If $25 is not within your budget, then please give what other amount you can. Naturally, we welcome contributions in excess of $25! The NCDXF is an organization as described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and all contributions are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law for U.S. taxpayers.

Name: __________________________________________________________________________ Callsign: ____________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

Contribution: $100 [ ] $50 [ ] $25 [ ] Other [ ]

Total enclosed or charged (contribution plus supplies)

Please print or type clearly

Are your name, address and callsign on the Newsletter mailing label correct? [ ] Yes [ ] No

Use the envelope supplied with the Newsletter to send this form along with your contribution. If the envelope is missing, send contribution to:

Northern California DX Foundation
P.O. Box 2368
Stanford, CA 94309-2368 USA

Please charge my: [ ] VISA [ ] MASTERCARD [ ] My Check is enclosed

Expiration Date: ________________ Card Number: ________________

Please also send me the following Foundation supplies: NCDXF Pin $6.00 ea. __________________

Roll of NCDXF Labels $6.00 ea. __________________

NCDXF Rubber Stamp $6.00 ea. __________________

(for charges only)

Please use this form or a copy when sending a contribution or ordering supplies

Northern California DX Foundation
P.O. Box 2368
Stanford, CA 94309-2368 USA

Address Correction Requested

W6ZM Jan. 94
Bill Stevens
2074 Foxworthy Ave.
San Jose, CA 95124
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